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Lightning in the Peaks: Helicopter Data Tour

 This is a preview of the published version of the quiz

Started: May 18 at 4:32pm

Quiz Instructions
Your task for this section is to make a transect up around the San Francisco Peaks Volcanic Field and observe the
distribution of climate data, lightning strikes, and land cover using the helicopter feature. A traditional way of
gathering data in physical geography is to make observations along a line between two places, called a transect.

 

3 ptsQuestion 1

For this transect, we will look at the distribution of temperature, lightning, and rainfall.

First, fast travel to Sunset Crater via the fast travel buttons or by inputting the following coordinates (3637, -111.5029).
Our flight will takes us from east to west over to the Arizona Snowbowl Ski Lift. 

Type in the coordinates (35.3304, -111.7046) and instead of clicking on the paper airplane, click on the air lift option. (you
can speed this process up by clicking the scale speed and increasing the slider to the right). 

As you are flying, or across several flights between Sunset Crater and Arizona Snowbowl, make observations of the
lightning, air temperature, and rainfall (the latter two by changing the options on the checked layers found on the right
hand side). 

QUESTIONS: Fill in the following relationships you observed as you flew from Sunset Crater, up and over the
San Francisco Peaks to Arizona Snowbowl Ski Lift?

Surface Temperature: The warmest surface temperatures were found on [ Select ]  while the

coolest temperatures were found on [ Select ]  .

Rainfall: Precipitation was greatest around [ Select ]  . 

Lightning: The greatest frequency of lightning strikes was found [ Select ]  . 

HINT: The small circles you see on the ground are where lightning strikes will happen- the game just randomly fires
strikes at those circles, but you can count them or wait in the game to see their clustering if you watched the lightning
actually strike these areas. 

2 ptsQuestion 2

Fast travel to the campus of Northern Arizona University (35.1797, -111.6533). You'll be right next to a small, white raised
section. This isn't a snowy hill, but is the J. Lawrence Skydome. Starting from the NAU campus, take a helicopter ride
west to Fort Valley (35.2562, -111.7383), and answer the following question.
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Urban landscapes are cooler than surrounding green areas

Dense green ground cover in Fort Valley kept the temperature cooler

Dense green areas are cooler than open, lighter grass and urban areas

Fort Valley is on top of a mountain, so elevation played a bigger role than surface cover

QUESTION: As you travel from the NAU campus towards Fort Valley, what is the relationship you see between
Landsat surfaces and temperature? 

2 ptsQuestion 3

This lab focuses on lightning and climatic processes leading to lightning. However, landforms are an important part of
lightning development because the shape and height of the topography influences climate processes.  Thus, this
question helps you understand the origin of the topography of the game. 

The San Francisco Peaks are part of a much larger volcanic field, shown below. They were part of a much larger volcano
(composite volcano or stratovolcano) that erupted in a way very similar to Mt. St. Helens in 1980. The topography of the
game was produced by volcanic activity over the last 6 million years, and the volcanic action has been moving in an east
direction very slowly.  It is likely that there will be more eruptions in the future, but when? Nobody knows, but likely in the
next 60,000 years, so don’t hold your breath!
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Across Northern Arizona, there are a multitude of volcanic landforms. In this lab, you'll focus on identifying the types of
volcanoes seen within the interactive geovisualization. Including the surface lava flows, there are three major types of
volcanoes present in Northern Arizona - compositive volcanoes, lava domes, and cinder cones:

COMPOSITE VOLCANO: The entire San Francisco Peaks that blew out to the east, much like this diagram of Mt. St.
Helens in the Cascade Range that blew out to the north (right).

You can take a look at a 3D view of Mt St Helens here
(https://www.google.com/maps/@46.3051856,-122.0916874,3955a,35y,213.75h,71.36t/data=!3m1!1e3) , and a 3D view of
the San Francisco Peaks here
(https://www.google.com/maps/@35.3029005,-111.5433434,4391a,35y,292.5h,66.81t/data=!3m1!1e3) .

https://www.google.com/maps/@46.3051856,-122.0916874,3955a,35y,213.75h,71.36t/data=!3m1!1e3
https://www.google.com/maps/@35.3029005,-111.5433434,4391a,35y,292.5h,66.81t/data=!3m1!1e3
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LAVA DOME (named for a type of lava, such as rhyolite dome): There are two main types of volcanic domes seen in the
game, a dome that formed on or inside the composite volcano after it erupted:

Sugarloaf Rhyolite Dome, SF Peaks
(https://www.google.com/maps/@35.3812478,-111.6382976,733a,35y,132h,77.16t/data=!3m1!1e3)
Elden Mountain Dacite dome from multiple vents
(https://www.google.com/maps/@35.2092335,-111.6497562,1776a,35y,34.31h,77.5t/data=!3m1!1e3)

CINDER CONE AND BASALT LAVA FLOW: There are a lot of cinder cones. They are only a few hundred feet high.
The best example of this is SP Crater and its associated lava flow.

Birds eye view of SP Crater  (https://azgs.arizona.edu/photo/birds-eye-view-sp-crater-arizona)
3D View  (https://www.google.com/maps/@35.533761,111.6330912,9392a,35y,38.01t/data=!3m1!1e3 )

https://www.google.com/maps/@35.3812478,-111.6382976,733a,35y,132h,77.16t/data=!3m1!1e3
https://www.google.com/maps/@35.2092335,-111.6497562,1776a,35y,34.31h,77.5t/data=!3m1!1e3
https://azgs.arizona.edu/photo/birds-eye-view-sp-crater-arizona
https://www.google.com/maps/@35.533761,111.6330912,9392a,35y,38.01t/data=!3m1!1e3%C2%A0
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Elden Mountain [ Choose ]

San Francisco Peaks [ Choose ]

Area where the helicopter lands [ Choose ]

QUESTION: The helicopter starts at Elden Mountain, then flies over the San Francisco Peaks, and it ends at a
few examples of the other type of volcano. Please match the volcano type to these choices (Elden Mountain,
San Francisco Peaks, area where the Helicopter Lands).

Step 1. Start out by using the Fast Travel menu to go to Elden Mountain. While at Elden Mountain, change the camera
angle to look around. Make the camera be as high as you can and spin it around. Take a good look at Elden Mountain. It
is one of these three types.

Step 2. Go back to Fast Travel and program in an end destination for a helicopter flight at START: 35.4565 and END:
-111.7539.   Set the speed of the helicopter to fast and check the box. You will want to go as fast as possible.  Then go
and observe the volcano types. 

HINT: Cinder cones often have a reddish color, if the lava that was moving towards the surface encounters groundwater. 
The groundwater oxidizes the iron minerals in the lava, giving it a rusted (reddish) color. 

2 ptsQuestion 4
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The situation of the lightning lab is in the San Francisco volcanic field. Volcanoes of various types and ages have
erupted all over the Flagstaff region.  The biggest volcano are the San Francisco peaks themselves -- a composite
volcano much like Mt St Helens in the Cascades. There are also rhyolite domes like Elden Mountain and Sugarloaf.
However, the type of volcano eruption that dominates the field are cinder cones and basalt flows.  If you just glance at
this digital elevation model of the field, you will see tiny dots that look like pimples. These are the cinder cones. 

Cinder cones and basalt flows are the same material.  As the basalt lava reaches the surface, it often encounters
groundwater. The groundwater oxidizes the iron (turning the cinder to a red color, like rusted metal), and it also breaks
apart the lava into pieces (cinder). The cinder then blows out and falls back to earth, forming a very steep cone. THEN -
when all the groundwater is gone, the lava itself reaches the surface and flows out as a basalt flow.

 

While cinder cones start out super steep, their side slopes gradually lessen in angle over time. Heavy monsoon rains
erode the cinder. Snow melt erodes the cinder, and the material from the top of the cone moves down and deposits on
the flanks. Moving rocks from the top to the bottom is the reason why the slope lessens over tens of thousands of years.

QUESTION INSTRUCTIONS: Using Fast Travel, jump to the area of SP Crater at 35.6298 latitude and -111.3664
longitude.  

While you are still in the Fast Travel menu, program in the end point of a helicopter trip to have the helicopter go to the
END: 35.4708 and -111.6439.

QUESTION: As you fly from north to south, what is the trend in cinder cone age? Select the best answer.

HINT:  You will be flying over these cinder cones. See if you can recognize them.
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Not saved  

the age order is youngest to oldest when flying north to south

the age order is oldest to youngest when flying north to south

It is not possible to tell the difference in cinder cone age, and hence this is the best answer.

Submit Quiz


